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ABSTRACT
FORCE PROTECTION THROUGH SECURITY OF THE GROUND LINES OF
COMMUNICATION (GLOC) by MAJ David J. Kolleda, USA
This monograph discusses the importance of understanding the impact that a failure to
provide for security of the Ground Lines of Communication (GLOC) can have on the successful
execution of tactical operations. The problem facing military planners is a lack of knowledge
and guidance to provide for deliberately establishing conditions to protect against threat actions
upon the GLOC and enable the service support forces to provide continuous support. There is
no single reference in the common professional soldier's library that addresses and analyzes
methods of conducting defensive thechniques to protect the ground, and specifically highway,
lines of communication during times of conflict.
This monograph first identifies the theoretical applications of GLOC security as
presented by the early military theorists, then provides analysis of the occurrences and outcomes
of pertinent events in past conflicts, analyzing the relevance of ensured sustainment support. It
further addresses GLOC security operations in the US Army Force XXI concept and during more
contemporary Operations Other Than War (OOTW) deployments.
This monograph concludes by identifying what US Army doctrine states relative to
GLOC security guidance and operations, what history demonstrates as true, what is lacking
between the two, and recommendations on how to bring the doctrinal base and historical
knowledge in line in an attempt to provide appropriate planing guidance for the operation and
security of ground lines of communication during military operations. The study recommends
changes or improvements in the following areas: countermine and survivability doctrine, and the
tactical concept of operations required to maintain unity of effort over GLOC security. The
primary element is to provide tactical planning guidance that includes techniques for developing
an integrated plan for providing tactical support to sustainment convoys operating from the
communications zone into the combat zone.
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CHAPTER 1. Introduction

The classic military theorists set the standard for identifying the importance of
establishing security for the ground lines of communication (GLOC). The early Chinese
military theorist, Sun Tzu, was very specific in recognizing the importance of the proper
use of high ground along supply routes. Clausewitz, the great Prussian General of the
early 1800's, and the seminal military theorist, was not noted for his attention to logistic
considerations. He nevertheless, placed enough importance on addressing lines of
operation, and announced that in planning operations, one must also plan the defense of
the "area left in the rear of the advancing forces, an area vital to their [the armies]
existence, is not necessarily covered by the attack and needs special protection." '
Furthermore, in addressing flanking operations against an enemy, he stated, "Pressure on
lines of communication is aimed at enemy convoys, small detachments in the Army's
wake, couriers, travelers, minor enemy depots, and so forth - at anything, in fact, that the
enemy needs to keep his Army in a healthy, vigorous condition."2
Jomini, the great Napoleonic disciple and noted Swiss military theorist, in
addressing principal points relating to the movement of forces includes "Providing for
the successive arrival of convoys. . ."3 and, when describing incursions into enemy
territory, advises caution against unprotected use of the lines of communication lest the
enemy "destroys the detachments left to guard it, surprises his convoys and his depots,
and carries on a war so disastrous for the invader that he must inevitably yield after a

time."4
Obviously, given that Sun Tzu addressed GLOC security over two centuries ago,
it is not a new issue. It is one, however, that receives little direct contemporary attention.
The problem facing military planners is a lack of knowledge and guidance to provide for
deliberately establishing conditions to protect against threat actions upon the GLOC and
enable the service support forces to provide continuous support. Lines of communication
are routes that connect a military force with its base of operations as it executes tactical
operations against an enemy force. Sustainment supplies and military forces move along
the LOCs in support of the tactical effort.5 There is no single reference in the common
professional soldier's library that addresses and analyzes methods of conducting
defensive techniques to protect the ground, and specifically highway, lines of
communication during times of conflict. While there exists a common agreement among
professional soldiers that LOCs must remain open in order to sustain forces deployed for
combat operations, most historical accounts of warfare, or those of specific campaigns,
only provide simple anecdotal commentary of techniques that worked at the time (i.e.,
the hardened guntruck in Ambush Alley in Vietnam), or the difficulties, (i.e. establishing
the Stil well Road in the China-Burma-India Theater of WWII). Many military and
historical authors simply fail to address the importance of the GLOC because tactical
commanders typically assume LOCs will be secure.
But GLOC security is not always certain. There have been instances when
specific military doctrine has specified operations directed against lines of
communications. Mao Tse Tung's approach during the strategic stalemate stage of

protracted war (the second of Mao's three stages of war), against the imperialistic
Japanese in the 1930's, targeted the Japanese LOCs and rear area.6 The result of Mao's
focusing of tactical action against the GLOC was the eventual collapse of the Japanese
campaign. The Russian Civil War hero and later General, Mikail Tukhachevskii, revised
the pre-World War II strategy of the Red forces to focus on executing deep spearhead
attacks with mechanized forces, for the purpose of cutting the enemy lines of
communication.7 It is no surprise that GLOCs can be a prime target because without
them, the tactical effort can not be sustained.
Typical professional and historical transportation studies of military significance
address the physical transportation infrastructure at the expense of an analysis of GLOC
security. These studies identify and analyze physical modal capabilities, including rail
lines and rolling stock inventories, or inland waterway barge systems and river terminal
operations. Normally, the transportation studies address the three doctrinal
transportation functions of modal operations, terminal operations, and movement control.
The common conclusions in historical writings refer to such logistic problems as cargo
tracking, lack of support troop to combat troop ratios, deployment echelonment, and host
nation contracting and purchasing difficulties.
This monograph takes a different approach. The paper will concentrate on the
tactical implications of GLOC security failure and what can be done to prevent against
it. GLOC security contributes to force protection through ensured sustainment support
and the preservation of already institutionally constrained logistic forces and equipment.
Force protection equates to "the shielding of the fighting potential of the force so that it

can be applied at the decisive time and place."8 In short, any actions taken to conserve
the fighting potential of the force to be applied in the future at a decisive time and place
against the enemy, are force protection measures.9
Historical accounts demonstrate a direct correlation between the success and
failure of military operations and the ability to maintain a safe and operating GLOC.
When forces are out of contact with their sustainment base, they become a weak point
against which the enemy can direct his forces and assume the initiative. Concurrently,
unsupported forces may become too weak to successfully execute their portion of the
tactical plan if they cannot be continuously supported.
In the central European campaigns of the Prussian ruler and warrior, Frederick
the Great, the Austrians caused him to lift the seige of Olmutz by intercepting a large and
important resupply column. Frederick learned an important lesson from this episode.
Later in the same year of 1757, he used 15,000 men to escort a convoy from Tropau to
Olmutz. He again used another 30,000 to do the same to Koniggratz, and again with
8,000 secured the GLOC to Glatz.

10

He succeeded in these endeavors only through

deliberate decisions to employ large portions of his forces in protection and security roles
along his routes of march.
During the French invasion in Algeria in 1840 for example, the Algerians were
able to wage a very successful campaign against the French forces' logistics system and
rear areas. The French developed a system of outposts across the Algerian desert,
effectively anchoring themselves to fixed points, with little opportunity for supporting
operations throughout the desert. The Algerians recognized the shortcomings in this plan

and continuously tormented the French fixed points through raids on the supply lines and
rear positions. " In the 1916 Arab revolt against the Turks, the Arab blockade of Mecca,
and the Arab's ability to interdict the Turk's supply line forced them into surrender. The
GLOC was "too long and rough to be held by the Turks."

u

U.S. history features similar situations. In the American Revolutionary War
against Britain, the patriots used hit-and-run guerilla style tactics against the British
General Burgoyne's flanks and line of communications during Burgoyne's 1777 Lake
Champlain campaign toward the Hudson River. The interdiction of Burgoyne's GLOC
helped force the British surrender at Saratoga.

B

The American Civil War experiences

showed similar vulnerabilities. On the first of several attempts to secure the southern
fortifications in Vicksburg, Mississippi, the Northern General U.S. Grant had to abort his
attack and fall back when Confederate forces interdicted his GLOC.

!4

In early 1863 in

Murfreesboro, Tennessee, General W.S. Rosecrans refused to accept the impending
defeat of his northern force by General Bragg's Southern Army. Though opposed by
superior and mobile enemy forces, Rosecrans "spent his time improving the capacity of
his communications and supply arrangements." By securing his GLOC and building his
offensive power he was ultimately able to counterattack and force the enemy into a
withdrawal.

15

General U.S. Grant was able to exploit the Southern General R.E. Lee's

lines of communication in Virginia in 1864, when he separated Lee's forces from their
support base in Richmond by placing the Union forces along the Confederate GLOCs.
The Union forces had to plan for security of their GLOCs more systematically
than did the Confederate forces. The Union forces had fewer and longer LOCs to

accommodate their offensive efforts into southern territory. They had to deliberately
secure these routes through hostile Confederate lands. In January 1863, the Union used
51,000 men to protect their railroad lines and the routes of their forces and raider parties.
Throughout the vulnerable Baltimore-West Virginia-Ohio-Kentucky line, the North used
56,000 men to protect against an estimated threat of approximately 15,000 enemy.

16

The issue of GLOC security rises to further importance in the U.S. Army's future
concept of Force XXI operations. Force XXI is the Army vision for operations in the
21st Century. It is a reconceptualization and redesign of the Army based upon
information technologies. Inherent in Force XXI is the Army's versatility to respond to a
broader range of missions on the peace-war spectrum. Operations other than war
(OOTW) deployments are part ofthat broader range and are important and increasingly
frequent missions.
As the nation's primary ground combat force, the Army frequently deals in these
more variable and nonlinear applications of military power. Recent OOTW operations in
Rwanda, Haiti, and Somalia illustrate a more liberal policy toward deployments for these
more constabulary type of affairs. In each case, freedom of movement over the road
network was instrumental in successful mission completion.
Planners must understand that in these nonstandard types of operations, the
combat service support (CSS) forces' risk of facing direct contact with enemy forces
increases substantially. The informal, partisan nature of the threat force, increased
contact with native personnel while providing humanitarian or peacekeeping support,
and restrictive rules of engagement under which soldiers can fire their weapons, leave the

support forces with relatively unrestricted direct contact with any hostile faction that may
want to raid their life- sustaining cargo, or the transport equipment itself.
The Force XXI warfighting concept in conventional maneuver warfare consists of
massing light and armored maneuver forces for very short periods of time to achieve
mass against the enemy force. These 21st Century forces operate under knowledgebased frameworks, on digitized battlefields, providing enhanced situational awareness.
The result is an elongation of the battlefield in all dimensions, creating greater dispersion
for supporting forces, and longer, less secure ground lines of communication.

CHAPTER 2. Case Study Analysis

The U.S. Army has employed various techniques to counter threats to their main
supply routes (MSRs). GLOC security measures have evolved from World War I (WWT)
to the present. Rail operations and stable front lines were the conditions under which
military forces operated during WWI. Motor vehicles were few in number and did not
contribute substantially to combat operations. The concern for GLOC security was
minimal and little deliberate action was taken to secure the GLOCs. The main issue for
convoy security was for the drivers to be properly armed or supplied with appropriate
munitions to destroy the cargo if it was in danger of falling into enemy hands. The
American leadership determined this was the best approach since the threat, and the
opportunity for recapture of the supplies, was slight.

17

The result of the 1914 European countries being but little beyond the birth of
motorization of the armies, and of the appearance of fixed front lines at the German
culmination of the Schleiffen Plan, led to a very linear battlefield through Central
Europe. There was virtually no rear area threat. Once the Germans over-extended their
lines of communication after pushing to within 30 miles of Paris (and possible victory),
they fortified the existing front line and concentrated on establishing an improved
logistic flow. The French and British Armies did the same on their side of the battlefield.
The continuing campaign strategy resulted in little more than frontal assaults against
fixed positions. GLOCs remained intact.

WORLD WAR II (WWID
By WWII, the amount of available vehicles, and semi-improved roads throughout
Europe considerably lengthened the GLOCs. In the war's early years, unlike the rail
system for WWI, highway transportation provided unit movement support and the
majority of supply shipments. Enemy interdiction of the GLOC was always a threat.
Strategic LOCs across the oceans became of vital importance at this time. From
January, 1942 to July, 1942, the Germans sank nearly 650,000 tons of ocean shipments
per month, mostly in the coastal zones of the United States. The U.S. was finally able to
get these losses under control only when the Navy organized and executed an effective
interlocking naval convoy system and security program to provide security over the sea
lines of communication.

18

The Navy learned a vital lesson on command of the sea. The

U.S. Army Air Corps, too, experienced many lessons in air superiority, and in using
fighter escorts of bombers, in developing procedures to achieve and maintain air
superiority. As a result of these experiences, the Navy and Air Force placed great
emphasis on command of the sea and in maintaining air superiority to protect strategic
LOCs. The Army should place as much professional emphasis on maintaining security
of the tactical ground LOCs. The campaigns of WWII provide numerous examples to
learn from.
In the China-Burma-India (CBI) Theater of WWII, the Americans pressed the
British to open a GLOC from India to China as the only legitimate way to prosecute the
war against Japan.19 This was known as the Burma (or Stilwell) Road. The road
extended a distance of over 1700 miles from Siliguri, India to Kunming, China.20

Simultaneously the boon and bane to General Stilwell's operation, the sole supply route
upon which the entire theater campaign rested could not be kept open and secure except
by concentrated effort for short periods of time and at specific locations, much like
fighter escorts for air cover.
A standard Japanese technique in ambushing Allied forces moving on the Burma
Road was to hold "us in front, to send a mobile force, mainly infantry, on a wide turning
movement round our flank through the jungle to come to our line of communication.
Here, on a single road, up which all our supplies, ammunition, reinforcements must
come, they would establish a 'roadblock' sometimes with a battalion, sometimes with a
regiment."

21

This routine attack on the only life-line, and relatively high speed route

available, would have a distinctly negative impact upon the morale of any soldier.
The requirement to protect the roads in the Pacific Theater of War was entirely
different, and nearly nonexistent. Allied forces constructed and operated over thousands
of miles of roads,22 but the enemy threat to these roads was relatively little as they were
constructed primarily after the defeat of Japanese forces on the islands. Tactical and
operational level campaign execution required little attention be turned to securing long
GLOCs.
The island campaign in the Pacific was nothing like the North Africa campaigns
waged along great lengths of desert where the British concentrated much of their effort
against Rommel's GLOCs, and achieved significant success. The British "shot to pieces"
50 per cent of the Panzerarmee's logistic truck columns during Rommel's retreat from
Tripoli.23 Rommel's experience, along with the aforementioned French experience in
10

Algeria in 1840, may indicate that successful military operations conducted in desert
environments may be conditional to establishing long GLOCs, and requiring specific
attention to their security.
The more well-known activities of WWII took place in the European Theater of
Operations (ETO). Combat operations on the European continent were characterized by
vast land maneuvers, large scale force on force operations, and significant air operations.
GLOCs are not only a major consideration in the ground combat effort, air
operations also have an impact. Allied or Axis, no GLOC was safe from air interdiction.
The ETO Allied strategic bombing campaign centered around elements of the logistic
system, and German lines of communication, which were second and third in Allied
bombing priority. German sources of war materiel were the first priority target for
strategic bombing.24
Under the protection of the air umbrella, the push across the continent during
1944 resulted in extreme measures to continue to supply the forward forces. The famed
Red Ball Express became the best known of a capillary system of a half dozen routes
designed to keep the allied forces supplied from the south of France to the north of
Berlin. At the greatest length of a nearly 700 mile round trip, the Red Ball delivered
412,000 tons of supplies over an 80 day period between August and November of 1944.
The XYZ route, delivering east of the Rhine, hauled 630,000 tons from late March until
8 May, 1945 (V-E Day).25 While these are impressive tonnage figures, the lengths of
these routes were excessive and dangerous. Routes, such as the Red Ball, were
undertaken as a result of the strategic success of the Allied forces across the ETO. Had
li

the Axis forces retained the ability to strike deep by ground or air forces, the elongation
of the battlefield and inability to sustain those forward forces could have resulted in a
disastrous defeat for the Allied effort.
The German distribution and transportation system did not fare nearly as well as
the American's system. Faced with even worse road conditions in the snow and ice of
their Eastern Front, plus the unceasing Russian attacks on their extended supply lines, the
German Grosstransportraum losses of support vehicles reached 25 per cent within 19
days of the start of their campaign into Russia.26 The one-way distance from the
German-Soviet demarcation line from Brest-Litovsk to Moscow was 600 miles,27 nearly
twice the distance of the Red Ball route. Here one can easily compare the difference in
the results of long, difficult to defend GLOCs. While the successful Allied support effort
operated over long, but relatively secure GLOCs by late 1944 and into 1945, the failed
German support effort operated under more extreme distances, through hostile territory,
without an integrated protection plan for maintaining a generally secure distribution and
transportation network.
WWII provided conventional, academic conclusions for war on a grand scale.
GLOCs for both the Axis and Allied Powers became extremely long on occasion, with
sustainment support being tied to them. Mechanized maneuver forces required supplies
in large quantities and losses of CSS transport assets could greatly affect the tactical
plan. Air interdiction of GLOCs was also a common threat. For the first time in modern
warfare, a logistic operation, the Red Ball Express, becomes the story of how support
troops continued the fight to save Europe.
12

KOREA
The Korean Conflict posed an entirely different war from the comparatively
linear lines of battle characterizing WWI and WWII. Still, the Korean resupply effort
was carried out principally on the ground. The highway transportation function was
critical to supporting the maneuver forces. The road network was little better than
primitive, distances were long, and turnarounds were lengthy.28 Given the critical impact
of the roads upon sustainment of the maneuver forces, and the guerilla techniques of the
North Korean forces, convoy self-protection became a very important function. Supply
trucks were modified to carry caliber .50 and caliber .30 machine guns.29 These armed
cargo trucks were first employed as the convoy trail vehicle to defend against the routine
guerilla attack attempts to destroy the rear vehicle.30
Enemy guerilla forces operated almost invisibly amongst the South Korean
populace. This nonconventional force took advantage of large areas of contested military
dominance to harass United Nations (UN) Forces' convoys and small units, and were a
"constant menace to supply lines."31 "They could, almost with impunity, block bridges,
destroy elements of the infrastructure, drop grenades from bridges on United Nations
troops below, toss grenades into passing military vehicles, and so on. All of this caused
confusion and delay in the distribution processes."32
One major action demonstrating the importance of the GLOC involved the 1st
Marine Division move to the Chinese border in November 1950 to support the US 10th
Corps against the Chinese counterattack. The Marines achieved success during the large
scale withdrawal from the Chosin Reservoir largely because of General Smith's slow
13

advance, and concentration of his attention on the road that he knew was his only likely
avenue of escape. He secured the exposed LOC with outposts on the high ground along
the route.33 By first establishing security, he fought a delaying action while securing his
escape route, and coordinated the mutual support of both the security teams and
withdrawing force.
The nature of the Korean War required rear echelon units to protect themselves
because convoy routes were not always through secure areas. Convoys could no longer
be considered as rear elements traveling within the relative safety of a battlefield
framework of linear characteristics. The nonlinear application of warfare characterized
by multiple terrain ownership changes and guerilla tactics put a premium on the need for
convoy self-protection
VIETNAM
There were no safe rear areas in Vietnam. The support soldiers were often
exposed to the same dangers as the infantry. Roads open during daylight hours often
were enemy property at night. Yet, motor transport was the primary means to support
more than a million men dispersed over 66,000 square miles of operational territory.34
The problem with this concept was that these same support forces were too
institutionally constrained in resources to successfully provide for an internal security
mission along with their operational requirements. Additionally, communications
capability in service support organizations was minimal.35 Truck companies often
operated with an 80 per cent availability of drivers because of security and housekeeping
details, leaves, and rest and relaxation (R&R) rotations. This often left them short of
14

"shotgun drivers" in the cabs.36 The shortage of assistant drivers further reduced the
security capability.
Despite these realities in operational shortfalls, truckers often developed habitual
direct delivery methods with their front line soldier customers. The 7th Transportation
Battalion during Operation Cedar Falls in the Iron Triangle of central South Vietnam,
daily hauled 7,000 tons of cargo to the combat forces. Often these deliveries went
straight to artillery firing sites.37 The frequent direct delivery of large amounts of
ammunition and supplies resulted in convoy movements that were under nearly
continuous enemy observation, and combat and communications zone (COMMZ) areas
that were distinguished, not by actual terrain dominance, but by wishful map board
graphics where the support soldier faced the same danger as the line soldier.38
Motor transport units could do relatively little to protect themselves against
enemy action. Convoy commanders and planners continually faced the prospect of how
to gain relative security during movement. When the tactical situation allowed for it,
commanders requested support from any unit in the area, fire support, air support,
infantry, and military police.39 MPs often conducted convoy security using gun jeeps and
armored personnel carriers (APCs), or a hardened convoy escort vehicle called the XM706, an armored car.40 Frequent MP escorts remain a routine occurrence in today's
program of rear security and in noncombat operations.
Tactical operations in Vietnam often included prepositioned or on-call combat
units to support supply operations. Maneuver elements often provided reaction forces in
the event of a large ambush within their area of operation. Preplanned artillery fires were
15

sometimes available to convoys, but the transportation elements proved to be nearly
untrained on artillery fire request techniques. Visible air cover of convoys by armed
helicopters was an effective deterrent to enemy action.41 Helicopter cover indicated a
proactive plan to counter enemy action and enough immediate firepower to cause the
normally lightly supported small enemy units to avoid contact. Division tactical SOPs
sometimes provided procedures for providing tactical assistance to support convoys.
Generally, the procedure required the senior tactical commander to assume command of
the convoy. The convoy would immediately become OPCON to the tactical force. The
tactical commander would then assume responsibility for the action and security for the
convoy. During after action interviews, convoys commanders stated that this procedure
normally was not executed.42
Enemy mines were another major GLOC threat in Vietnam. Reaction to the mine
threat required continuous and extensive abatement efforts. Daily clearing of mines from
the roads was a routine engineer mission in the forward areas.43 This mission is again,
one that persists today. The U.S. improved upon the WWII countermine doctrine,
developing specific techniques for surveillance, land clearing, interdiction, and detection.
Informants were also an important intelligence source and were used as much as
possible. In some high risk areas, paving reduced the opportunity for successfully
mining and increased the possibility of detection.44
The threat situations that the transporters faced in Vietnam caused the evolution
of the armed supply truck of Korea, into the armored gun trucks of Vietnam. Often the
transport companies would modify organic jeeps and cargo trucks by adding
16

antifragmentation kits or locally fabricated armor plating to harden the vehicle, while
mounting various gun systems to provide fire power.45 Quad caliber ,50's and 7.62
millimeter minicannons that delivered 6,000 rounds a minute were two of the more
devastating weapons.46 In some cases stripped APC hulls were mounted to the cargo
decks of five-ton trucks.47 The gun truck crew normally consisted of the driver, two
gunners and an NCO crew leader.48 Gun trucks, often named for purposes of pride and
identity (i.e., Eve of Destruction, Ho Chi's Hearse, VC Undertaker) were very successful
in providing immediate defense and counter-fire. The immediate action drills for convoy
defense and availability of immediate fire to reduce the enemy ambush saved many lives,
vehicles, and cargo. These units also demonstrated heroism in defense against ambushes.
On two occasions, gun truck crew members were decorated with Medals of Honor in
recognition of their bravery and response to enemy action.
An important side-affect of self-protection of support convoys by these measures
is the reduction in hauling capacity due to the use of task vehicles for other purposes.
From 1967 -1968, the 8th Transportation Group suffered the equivalent loss of one light
transportation company's cargo hauling capability because of conversions to hardened
vehicles for convoy security.49 A standard ratio developed for a convoy to average one
hardened security vehicle to every ten task vehicles.50
Combat in Vietnam was characteristically in the nonlinear application of combat
forces. The areas of operation were noncontiguous and ownership of routes that
comprised the tactical GLOC was often contested. A possible solution to this problem is
that GLOCs without relative security must be protected by both ground and air combat
17

elements, along with an organic capability for convoy defense for those forces operating
over it. Support units should be properly equipped and organized for self defense.
Equipment authorizations should include crew-served weapons and communications
assets. Operations in a territory of disputed control results in deliberate action to secure
movement along the GLOC or acceptance of an increased risk for the loss of unprotected
convoys. Tactical plans now include procedures for assuming OPCON of support
convoys passing through areas of operation, although this procedure was often not
executed by the tactical commands. Delivery techniques take support forces closer to the
front lines, but with an inherent inability to provide self protection.

GULF WAR/OPERATION DESERT STORM (OPS)
One of the "great lessons of the operational art for Desert Storm ... is in the
extent to which logistics dominates the operational offensive."51 Despite this
declaration, principle transportation characteristics of ODS were the lack of
transportation motor truck assets and driver shortages in the theater. Combine with these
asset shortages the fact that one-way distances exceeded those of the Red Ball express,
and the result is a large shortfall in transport capability. "The primary risks recognized
[by the planners] at the outset were the dependence of any attack on extended lines of
communication over unimproved roads, the possibility of terrorist attacks in the
coalition's rear areas, and the difficulty of judging with any accuracy residual Iraqi
capabilties. .."52
This sounds like a recipe for disaster. With rail capability limited to only one line

between the port of ad Dammam to Riyadh, a line not strategically advantageous, the
lifeline between the strategic ports of reception in the theater and the operational support
base for the forward tactical forces was limited to roads. In this case, one east-west road
near the Saudi Arabian northern border, which was the tapline road following the transArabian pipeline, one north-south road, the coastal highway that runs from Qatar to
Kuwait, and one southwest highway linking the port areas to Riyadh, then turning north
to the tapline. All movements toward the Kuwaiti/Iraqi border area from the ports, went
one of two ways, the tapline road (334m), or the southern route through Riyadh (528m).
Though significantly different in distance, because of the speed of travel, both routes
took a similar time for wheeled vehicles to transit.
"Planning was based on the assumption that forces and supplies, both of which
depended upon a fixed and fairly predictable rate of arrival in theater, would be
propositioned in tactical assembly areas (TAAs) east of Wadi al Batin by 31 January and
that the corps would have two weeks, during the preliminary air campaign, to move into
attack positions west of the wadi. These assessments are important precisely because
they were fixed."53 The critical components of the assumption were significant because
they relied exclusively on the only two highway routes available to deliver combat
vehicles and sustainment. When "the pipeline was flowing at full speed, an average of
eighteen trucks per minute was crossing through a single point on the northern route."5
The Army drivers, augmented by a large number of contract commercial drivers,
accummulated almost 52 million miles within the nearly 2,700 miles of designated main
supply routes in the theater.55 GLOCs were long and had to be followed. Cross-country
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movement of wheeled sustainment vehicles through the sandy and broken desert was
impossible. The theater logistic support plan required that materiel be shipped from rear
area stockage locations to logistic bases that were positioned up at the front lines to
support the tactical plan. This meant that all sustainment supplies as well as the VII
Corps movement, had one route for movement. Ammunition convoys, fifty trucks long,
departed the port of ad Dammam every six hours during the massive logbase stockpiling
effort.56 The theater movement control command alternately scheduled the logistic
movements of the wheeled vehicle and the heavy equipment transporter (HET)
movements for the VII Corps to increase route utilization.
Coalition forces defeated Iraq soundly. Possibly the result would have been
different had Iraq actually been capable of affecting the Allied plan by destroying the
operational timetable for positioning forces and materiel. Not without historical
precedent, an army is again waging war in the desert, operating under conditions of
extended supporting distances and limited road networks. Allied success was a result of
the inability of the enemy forces to interdict the GLOC by air or ground forces, thus
allowing freedom of movement. The development and execution of the operational plan
was a direct result of the planning of logistics and transportation operations within the
capability of the restricted highway structure.

OPERATIONS OTHER THAN WAR
U.S. military has a long history of conducting operations other than war. Military
operations since ODS have been purely of an OOTW nature. Though different from the
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conventional military perspective of force application to achieve strategic victory, the
primary consideration of OOTW deployments is significantly like wartime operations.
The ability to maintain freedom of movement along the GLOCs is just as important to
successfully conducting humanitarian or peacekeeping responsibilities as it is to
conducting purely conventional style military operations.
Before ODS, in the early 1980's, the two primary long term OOTW missions for
U.S. military forces were the multinational observer forces in the Sinai Peninsula and in
Beirut, Lebanon. In Beirut,"... a high degree of freedom of movement - an essential
element for a successful peacekeeping mission - proved impossible after the October 23
(1982) terrorist attacks on the U.S. and French multinational force elements."57 For the
U.S. this unfortunate incident led to an even more tragic ending when over 200 Marines
were killed in a terrorist car bombing of their combination living quarters and
operational base.
Every OOTW environment has the potential for violent clashes of armed forces.
In many situations this may occur between nonprofessional military or partisan forces.
No one can escape the news of attempted peacekeeping activities in the former
Yugoslavia, which was described by one individual as "... filled with ambushes, raids,
and sniper activities reminiscent of the Vietnam environment."58
The highways are an obvious focus of attention and strife in an OOTW
environment. They are the only (maybe tenuous) means of contact to food, medicine,
and even safety. Serbian women and children were known to block food convoys
enroute to "enemy" forces and create havoc, chanting that they were themselves starving
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and would not let the supplies through to feed the enemy.59 Once again, freedom of
movement for the peacekeeping forces in the former Yugoslavia was denied through a
combined program of fires, mines, civilian interdiction, and a lack of local authority to
impose good order and discipline.60
One of the biggest threats to freedom of movement along the GLOC is by
nuisance mining. Nuisance mining is nonsystematic, terroristic use of explosive devices
planted periodically along routes for the purpose of causing death and destruction
without direct contact between forces. The purpose is to generally erode confidence and
cause fear. This technique was used extensively in Somalia during Operation Restore
Hope (ORH). Primary tasks for the UN and US soldiers in Somalia consisted of force
protection measures, maintaining the lines of communications to support humanitarian
assistance, and to redeploy the force.
ORH was the American response in December, 1992, and the subsequent support
to the United Nations (UN) operations in the North African country of Somalia. The
U.S. Army mission in support of the Joint Task Force, was to conduct peacekeeping and
peace enforcement operations to provide security for the starvation relief efforts of the
private volunteer organizations (PVO) and the nongovernmental organizations (NGO).
The nexus of these actions was the road network.
Military engineers constructed or improved 2,000 kilometers (over ,1300 miles)
of roads to support the relief effort in Somalia. Two hundred and forty-five miles were
hard surface, two lane road, 540 miles were unimproved two lane, and the rest were one
lane, dirt roads.61 The highway mode operating organization, the 7th Transportation
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Group, traveled nearly 250,000 miles on this road network from 3 January to 8 March
1993. Security for the convoys and their humanitarian supplies was a constant
requirement.
The violence directed against the UN (including U.S.) forces by the warring
Somalia factions caused the U.S. forces to restrict movement along the MSRs to daylight
hours only.62 This is reminiscent of similar restrictions during Vietnam. Movement was
further restricted to minimum three-vehicle convoys. A minimum of two vehicles had to
be mounted with crew-served weapons for protection, with pepper spray available on all
vehicles. The force protection measures for convoy movement included techniques and
procedures for specific preconvoy checks, actions against unruly crowds during convoys,
and post convoy debriefs.63
Convoy security and escort duty was a shared effort between the MPs and the
infantry. An MP quick reaction force (QRF) of one platoon was also always on standby
to be airlifted to the ambush site if the enemy strength was too great for the convoy selfdefense capability. The Army provost marshall (PMO) maintained control of the QRF.
An adequate communication capability was the key to successful response.64 The
infantry secured a second road, a Mogadishu bypass route, by establishing squad and
platoon size strong points along hilltops astride the GLOC. These strongpoints were
supported by helicopter runs for air support.65 Like in Vietnam, air support was an
effective deterrent to enemy interdiction attempts.
The five mile, 25 minute route from the seaport through Mogadishu was a
particularly troublesome area for the supply convoys since it was "rife with potential
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chokepoints." ^ It was common for the 7th Transportation Group to operate two to three
convoys daily from the port and at least one would normally report some sort of threat
action against it. The action may have only been rock throwing, but drive-by shootings
and sniper fire were frequent. A grave concern was that these convoys usually had no
organic communications capability to use if they required assistance. During one tactical
convoy escorted by Marines in LAVs, it was obvious that the natives did not want to fool
with the ominous-looking vehicles. They had become quite used to HMMWVs (High
Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle) however, and were not deterred at the sight of
them.67
During the month prior to the redeployment of U.S. forces, the Joint Task Force
(JTF) instituted even tougher security requirements. Shipments were limited to one
morning and one afternoon convoy. Armored personnel carriers were included as convoy
escorts under predetermined guidance. One each would be at the lead and trail of the
convoy, with additional APCs based on a ratio of approximately eight task vehicles to
one APC.
The characteristic use of wheeled vehicles throughout Somalia offered a high
susceptibility to interdiction of mines. Mining of the roads was the primary cause of U.S.
casualties in Somalia, accounting for 26 per cent of American casualties.68 The ratio of
mine related casualties to overall casualties would have been much higher except for the
large number of US casualties taken during the raid against Gen Aideed's forces.
The mine threat required a daily program of route clearance. Unfortunately, a
deliberate manual sweep was effective at a rate of only 1/2 mile per hour, also, there is
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no standard vehicle available for "proofing" the road after a mine detection sweep.
Deployed forces sometimes improvised by constructing rollers for this purpose. To
protect against mine blast effects, most cargo trucks carried 4-5 tons of sandbags for
personal protection. Many of the lighter HMMWVs were overloaded by sandbags,
resulting in deterioration in the suspension system, and ultimately, reductions in payload
and operational rates.69
The Somalia mine threat generated renewed visibility over the countermine
techniques and procedures employed during the Vietnam war. Paving some of the most
travelled roads was somewhat prohibitive, so attention was focused more on other
passive defensive measures and crew survivability. One technique used in Somalia was
to replace the normally column-leading HMMWV with a cargo truck, with the "gunjeep"
HMMWV becoming the second vehicle. U.S. forces found the HMMWV to be too light
to be effective in dispersing the crowds in the streets. Other crew survivability
techniques and procedures included hardening of vehicles, use of seat belts (not always
used in tactical situations), reducing speeds to 25 miles per hour or less, and filling
vehicle tires with 25 gallons of water to reduce the mine blast effect.70
Vehicle protection kits received a rebirth into the Army inventory. HMMWV and
cargo truck (5 ton) retrofit kits came under heavy demand from the deployed command.
The cargo truck kits provided good protection against direct mine blasts. The kits
consisted of wheel deflectors, debris screens, ballistic windshields, door armor, and floor
plates. HMMWV kits provided a fair level of protection, which would at least reduce the
severity of casualties, but the vehicle itself has a poor design for protection against mine
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blast.71
The ability to secure the lines of communication and ensure the continued flow of
supplies in order to support the humanitarian relief effort in Somalia was one of only two
driving forces for U.S. participation in Sub-Saharan Africa. The other became the
political motivation to maintain peace between the warring factions, but this too had an
effect on the ability to secure the GLOC. The critical task of the entire deployment effort
for ORH was essentially the ability to assist the relief agencies in operating a distribution
and transportation infrastructure to feed the starving people. The key was maintaining
freedom of maneuver.
The results of what military forces witnessed during these OOTW operations was
not significantly different than wartime experiences. During direct military conflict,
wartime threats to the GLOCs were more direct and specific. The threat was reasonably
well defined and possibly even predictable by the intelligence community. The threat to
GLOCs during OOTW deployments was much less defined, even though the focus of
operations by both the force providing the aid, and on the part of the native personnel
was on the ability to control the roads. Freedom of movement remained the primary
concern. Convoy security techniques and survivability measures were fundamental
issues to defend against an enemy threat characteristic of small unit guerilla tactics,
sniping and interdiction measures, and nuisance mining.
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CHAPTER 3. Doctrine

Army Field Manual (FM) 100-5, entitled Operations, is the Army's foundation
warfighting doctrine. FM 100-5 establishes the fundamental precepts that are
subsequently addressed and explained in supporting doctrinal works. In order for a
concept to gain institutional credibility, it must first have reference in the keystone
doctrine. The importance of tactical/operational lines of communication is addressed on
twelve different pages, and six different chapters of FM 100-5. The foundation is solid.
"Strategic concentration and operational maneuver and the exploitation of
operational or tactical success often hinges on the adequacy of logistics and the ability of
the force to safeguard its critical LOCs, materiel, and infrastructure."72 This statement
from FM 100-5 clearly establishes the precedent for developing supporting doctrine for
planning the security of GLOCs and protection of transiting forces. The subject receives
further weight in the explanation of the tenets of Army operations.
U.S. Army operations have five basic tenets: initiative, agility, depth,
synchronization, and versatility. One critical component to the tenet of depth is to
determine how long GLOCs need to be to support extended operations.73 Interdiction of
LOCs has been a long standing part of threat doctrine. Soviet and Warsaw Pact forces
depend on highly mobile armored operations to create breaks through allied forces and
exploit support forces in the rear. "A campaign or major operation should never depend
on a single LOC. Moreover, where austere logistics resources limit multiple LOCs,
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security for air and ground LOCs is particularly important. Protecting LOCs at minimum
cost to committed combat units includes using geographic features, friendly civil security
forces, and uncommitted combat units."74 Fighting forces are not self-contained entities.
They require significant resources and replacements to maintain combat power.
"Because divisions depend on CS [combat service] and CSS [combat service support]
units for their mobility, protection of these units is itself a paramount combat task."75
FM 100-5 credits the possible impact in reaching a culmination point that lines of
communication may have on tactical forces in contact. The point of culmination is the
point in time and space when a fighting force can no longer maintain the ability to
continue to fight to success in battle. The importance is that to protect the GLOC, the
tactical commander must divert forces from direct combat with the enemy, and use them
for security of the GLOC. The French emperor Napoleon was able to use the
vulnerability of his enemy's GLOCs to his considerable advantage. He "sought to strike
at the lines of communications of his enemy, while keeping his own heavily protected,"76
U.S. Army battle doctrine indicates that it is possible for logistical lines to be long and
vulnerable. "Rear areas would be subjected as never before to attack and disruption by
subversive and terrorist actions and by airmobile, amphibious, and airborne forces, as
well as by long range fires."77
This acknowledged threat clearly illustrates the need for an integrated, effective
program of tactical response to protect the rear areas and lines of communication. The
U.S. Army developed a rear area protection doctrine and in it, separated activities and
responsibilities at the theater, corps, and divisional levels. The following is a brief
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summary of pertinent material.

THEATER OPERATIONS
Theater structure is a vital consideration to determining LOC requirements. The
combat zone (CZ) may be connected to the communications zone (COMMZ) only by
thin lines.78 The length of the zone at the forward edge of the battle during WWI was
455 miles across Central Europe, during WWII the front was 570 miles in the Eastern
Theater of Operations.79 Vietnam had no distinctive front line, but had over 900 miles of
land borders to secure. In Korea, with just over a 123 mile front, the engineers
maintained 2,700 miles of roads for military use, exclusive of the forward unit areas.
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The transportation plan designed to support a theater force structure is a product
of the materiel manager's distribution program for how supplies should flow, and the
geographic setting within the theater. "If the transportation system will support or can be
developed in time to support, the forces necessary to carry out the operational plan, the
rest of the logistics can usually be brought into line . . ."81 Establishing the mechanics
for how a transportation program should work is a function of designing an efficient
program based upon pick-up and delivery locations and requirements. Military forces
rarely have the luxury of organizing a structure on a mature logistic system, or one that
even has sufficient transportation assets. The important aspect is to preserve the
constrained transportation resources and plan for efficient, continuous use.
LOCs are obvious targets for disrupting the movement of sustainment supplies
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and destruction of support resources. Commanders must consider the impact of extended
LOCs and requirements for establishing temporary lines in support of combat
operations.82 A typical battlefield framework for planning tactical operations consists of
the close, deep, and rear battle areas. The area of the rear battle includes the service
support forces that provide the logistic base in support of the forward combat elements.
Rear battle directives include providing unimpeded movement within and from the rear
areas. The planner must include not only the terrain and forces in the rear when
planning security operations, but also the GLOCs upon which the supplies and forces
must move to the front. Assets available to support security operations in the rear area
typically include the military police (MP) and a small element of combat forces.83
Theater level doctrine also identifies LOCs as targets but does not specifically
address procedures to counter threats to the GLOC. The doctrine provides guidance to
plan for dispersion, distribution, and protection, with sound planning as the key to a
systematic approach to protecting the rear forces. It calls for a minimum use of combat
forces to preserve combat strength, and no degradation of the CSS mission. The two
concepts are not mutually supporting.
FM 63-4, Combat Servide Support Operatoins-Theater Army Area Command,
further states that the rear forces should have on-call forces capable of responding to a
tactical threat, an early warning system with an adequate command and control structure
for employing the tactical force, and a graduated response system to minimize combat
service support degradation. The graduated response system is rear area protection
(RAP) doctrine. There are three levels of response to threat activities in the rear area.
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Level I threats are those that should be defeated by organic support unit security and
defense measures. Level II threats involve mobilizing a response force. MPs may likely
perform the function of a response force. Level III responses include employment of a
tactical combat force (TCF), which is a designated maneuver force element.

M

The Army Operational Support manual gives more attention to the GLOC with
specific quidance: US Army doctrine states that it is the Army Service Component
Commander (ASCC) that arranges and coordinates operations of the GLOC. The
commander's CSS planning cell will identify methods and procedures required to meet
the needs of air, sea, and land LOCs.85 It does not continue to provide guidance on how
to do this.
Furthermore, operational logistics focuses on establishing and maintaining LOCs
and sustaining the operating forces.86 "One of the ASCCs most important responsibilities
is to conserve the fighting potential of his force..."87 The commander must develop an
integrated security plan that includes all force capabilities. He must establish an
intelligence program that provides the information he needs to determine the proper
threat level.88

CORPS OPERATIONS
The U.S. Army corps operations doctrine does not address the GLOC security
issue except to say that the logistic link must be able to support the reassigning of
divisions between corps.89 This guidance deals more with the sufficiency of the support
structure and less with actual GLOC security. Corps operations does identify in the
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Battlefield Operating System (BOS) for mobility, countermobility, and survivability
(M/C/S), that the engineers have the responsibility to keep the GLOC open.
Additionally, the rear area commander controls the employment of the TCF against
large-scale threats that organic forces cannot repel. The TCF is a combat element held in
the rear for protection against large scale threat action. The TCF represents the next
level of tactical forces available to respond to rear area threats, beyond MP protection
and organic unit level security.

DIVISION OPERATIONS
"Failure to anticipate needs properly and to provide security for LOCs . . .
undermines the success of combat operations."90 Division level support doctrine
identifies that logistic traffic is an enemy high priority interdiction target. Assigning
escorts to protect convoys may be done by using MPs, engineers, or tactical forces. Air
support and air defense may also be important based upon the threat. Positioning of
protective forces should be accomplished if escorting is not possible.

91

MILITARY POLICE OPERATIONS
MP assets are critical to rear area operations and deserve specific mention. MP
guidance states that GLOC protection extends from the rear to the forward locations and
is a shared responsibility. It would, indeed, take significant MP forces to secure routes
through hostile territory. Some combat forces would be needed to secure any LOCs that
may transit unoccupied or unprotected areas. MP responsibilities in the rear battle
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include the battlefield circulation and control (BCC) mission. The foundation of this
mission is that MSR travel is dangerous and requires a systematic plan for protection.
The BCC mission includes reconnoitering and monitoring routes, maintaining a tactical
awareness and rerouting forces to alternate MSRs, if they are less dangerous, and
maintaining small formation integrity.92 The MP structure for the battlefield includes
only one MP company per theater level transportation command. Most of these assets
are employed along LOCs within areas of high troop concentrations. The MPs also have
additional missions to provide security support for the protection of special and
conventional ammunition,93 and for the control of prisoners of war and displaced
civilians. The Military Police forces are overwhelmed with missions and clearly require
a prioritized mission list for efficient allocation of effort.
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CHAPTER 4. Force XXI Implications

The U. S. Army represented in its Force XXI vision is one with a functional and
operational redesign of forces and doctrine. The nexus for the change is in electronic
leveraging of the battlefield; digitization, enhanced command and control systems, and
information warfare. The actual impact on the force and doctrine, though still under
development by the Army's generals and high level think tanks, most assuredly will
change the way we do business at the tactical level.
"The relationship between fire and maneuver may undergo a transformation as
armies with high technology place increasing emphasis on simultaneous strikes
throughout the battle space, maneuver forces may be physically massed for shorter
periods of time."94 This is the context for operations in the U.S. Army Force XXI
battlefield. The conditions for conducting warfare on this future battlefield may have a
direct impact on the way support forces operate, and combat forces receive supplies. It
may mean greater attention to maintaining a higher level of protection for maintaining
GLOC security in order for the support system to be responsive enough to maintain a
continuous supply to highly mobile tactical operations.
Logistic support is no longer just a rear area activity. Support units will position
materiel for the sustainment of forward tactical forces as far forward as possible in
supply and distribution points, based upon the tactical scenario. This concept of
contemporary logistics operations was also the intent of the senior logistical commander
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for conducting support and sustainment operations during ODS. The principle
characteristic of the forward positioning of logistics forces and capability in Saudi Arabia
was the establishment of logistics bases in forward areas in the vicinity of tapline road.
In particular, during the 1st Corps Support Command's (COSCOM) establishment of
Logbase Charlie, northwest of Hafar al Batin, it was forward of the main ground attack
forces. This is a "new, forward thinking logistic philosophy"95 that will carry us into the
next century. Planners and operators should both be aware of its impact.
Digitization technologies applied to the battlefield provide a revolution in tactical
level command and control that set conditions for improved coordination and
communication between combat and combat service support forces. The intent of
digitization is to link all levels and types of forces, maneuver and logistic, to provide a
common picture of situational awareness. This provides the maneuver commander a
better opportunity to see not only his assault forces, but also the locations and
movements of the support forces. The result is a quicker and more direct information
flow, less disturbed by the fog of war. Digital technologies provide a common picture
that should reduce the decision cycle time to synchronize support movements with the
tactical situation and improve support responsiveness.
The Force XXI concept thus offers significant operating efficiencies from a
purely logistical standpoint. The ability to "pull" desired logistical data based on the
commander's friendly force information requirements (FFIR), and automate associated
logistic monitoring and accounting files, substantially reduces logistic staff work and
manual production of reporting data. With effective construction of automated systems
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reporting, support units can have the right stuff available to the right unit at the right
time, at the expense of very little staff energy.
The problem that Force XXI presents to the support soldier is primarily the ability
to maintain a viable delivery system to forward units. The effects of digitization and
"recent military-technological developments point toward an increase in the depth,
breadth, and height of the battlefield."96 These systems also provide a near real-time
information flow that allows support forces to respond quicker, even under expanded
support distances. What they don't provide is a secure route for delivery. Instead, they
substantially increase the danger to support forces by the elongation of the battlefield and
separation of the combat forces from the support forces.
Force XXI maneuver characteristics decry the use of institutionally understood
decision support graphics. Contiguous areas of responsibility, and distinct supporting
MSRs will disappear. Impermanent, dashed lines of communication will replace the
fixed GLOCs that had once been relatively secure through tactical unit ownership.
Maneuver will be through domination of battle space in temporary locations and for
temporary purposes only. This is a new look for land warfare.
In maritime operations, the U.S. Navy dominates the battle space within which
the fleet operates. Obviously, the open ocean is too vast an expanse to try and do much
more than that. What sets the conditions to enable the Navy to execute this style of
warfare are significant capabilities to "see" surface, subsurface, and air threats at
distances that allow them to take preventive measures in time to protect themselves from
attack. The Army does not work on the same "tabletop" surface as the Navy, or have
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systems that allow the ground troops, and certainly not support troops, to acquire threat
forces with the same degree of accuracy or distance. Yet, ground forces will continue to
need daily provisioning over secure GLOCs. To prosecute warfare the Navy way, the
Army will need to develop some enablers to link maneuver with support.
"Survival technologies that assist and protect U.S. forces conducting operations,
especially in constrained environments such as jungle and urban areas and in operations
other than war situations, will greatly increase the effectiveness of U.S. armed forces."97
The enhanced situational awareness provided by sensors, robotics, and unmanned aerial
vehicles certainly increases the opportunity for increased protection measures. The
impact of these technologies on a convoy of cargo trucks and HMMWVs is nonexistent.
Support convoys are not equipped with the sophisticated command and control systems
that provide situational awareness, or to acquire enemy forces. They depend on
intelligent convoy planning based on the current threat and movement requirements. In
case of attack, any support beyond their organic weapons must come from tactical units.
Military operations under a digitized, possibly noncontiguous battlefield, without
clearly defined areas of responsbility, create a cognitive dissonance for support forces.
The ability to link ground forces with internetted systems, and provide all leaders with a
horizontally linked picture of common information, may provide the means to visualize
how they will execute combat operations in a synchronized manner, but does not provide
protection to a support element that is on the road trying to deliver goods to a forward
unit. Only direct or indirect fire systems, close enough for effective support, can provide
what a lightly armed sustainment convoy needs against interdiction threats.
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CHAPTER 5. Conclusions

Conclusions for this paper identify what doctrine states, what history shows, what
is lacking between the two, and recommendations on what to fix to bring the doctrinal
base and historical knowledge in line in an attempt to provide appropriate planning
guidance for the operation and security of ground lines of communication during military
operations.
Logistics is combat power. Planners and operators must ensure that our
operational forces are successfully guaranteed freedom of operation through providing a
basis of ensured logistical support just as we would ensured communications or fire
support. This paper concludes that security of the GLOC is critical to force protection
and continuous sustainment of the combat forces.

DOCTRINE
The theoretical and doctrinal underpinnings for the requirement to maintain
security over GLOCs is solid. From the greatest military theorists to the U. S. Army's
fundamental warfighting doctrinal manual, FM 100-5, the importance of the GLOC to
conducting successful military operations is clear. The importance of a secure GLOC to
achieving tactical success loses emphasis in supporting doctrine.
U. S. Army theater level operational guidance in FM 63-4 primarily covers
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organization of the area of operation, theater level commands, and support requirements.
Key elements indicate the GLOCs to be obvious targets, and may be of considerable
length. Rear area protection organization and responsibility is covered, but it does not
address additional measures on how to conduct GLOC defense.
Corps doctrine (FM 63-3) identifies measures for supporting offensive and
defensive operations but provides no definitive guidance on how support commands can
operate over protected GLOCs or how combat commands can provide tactical support to
do the same. Division doctrine provides no mention of security of the GLOC.
FM 55-30, Army Motor Transport Units and Operations, provides instructions on
how to conduct convoy defense. These techniques, and instruction provided at the Army
Transportation School, are effective against direct fire contact. This observation comes
from transportation officers who had to deal with convoy defense in Somalia, the only
time since Vietnam, which is the time frame from which most of the current doctrine is
based.98
Much of the U.S. Army countermine and survivability doctrine is also based on
the Vietnam experience. Route clearance measures devised 30 years ago were validated
during ORH. Doctrine on conducting hasty sweeps, deliberate sweeps, and mine
reconnaissance in FM 20-32, Mine/Countermine Operations remains current.
Survivability doctrine is not sufficient and only identifies the use of asphalt armor panels
for passenger protection on cargo trucks."
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HISTORY
"For the most part, (U.S.) Army schools and the War Department General Staff in
peacetime planned, trained for, and studied combat operations. To a great extent the
Army neglected the logistics problems of operations. This was a deficiency that proved
to be costly." 10° This after action comment from the the Army Service Forces about U.S.
Army activitiespreceding WWII provides a lesson on the importance of mutual study of a
systemic view of logistics and tactics. In the linear context of WWII, the impact of long
GLOCs, vulnerable to air and ground interdiction, required a massive effort to maintain.
The operation drained support assets from the overall combat effort.
The more nonlinear warfare experienced in Korea and Vietnam shaded the
academic lessons from WWII. The need for convoy self-protection became a major
element for sustainment operations and transporters developed a very effective guntruck
for that purpose. To develop an integrated security program, convoy self defense must be
combined with the support of both air and ground combat elements. Tactical plans
should include responsibilities for response of maneuver elements to counterattack
against strong enemy actions.
The operational timetable for conducting combat operations in the desert for
ODS was constructed around the ability to move forces and sustainment along the
limited road network. The entire campaign could have been completely upset had the
Iraqi forces been able to successfully interdict the GLOC.
The same active and passive threats to the GLOC are inherent in OOTW
deployments. Convoys in Somalia were just as vulnerable to ambush and mines as if the
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forces were at war. Logistical convoys cannot leave their security concerns to the MPs,
or to the chance of gaining additional tactical firepower support.
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The units who

conducted convoys in Somalia again developed their own hardened vehicles and
instituted self-protection measures reminiscent of Vietnam. They used sandbags and
hardening procedures to reduce damage and injury in case of mine strikes.
MP support was a necessity. Some MP assets were focused on route security but
the MPs were task saturated and were never able to respond to a request for convoy
escort by the division transportation officer of the 10th Infantry Division.102

DEFICIENCIES
Two significant shortfalls exist between what history illustrates and what is
addressed in contemporary U.S. Army doctrine. First, patterns of behavior and
experience indicate the need to evaluate and refine countermine doctrine, and the need to
field a mine-protected vehicle that can withstand mine detonations with the ability to
offer crew protection. The vehicle should further be able to continue to be operated until
brought under cover or out of the kill zone.103 A gun truck variant should also be
available for appropriate MP and support forces.
The use of retrofit kits instead of an inherent vehicle redesign is a secondary
consideration that may provide the optimum solution. This course of action would have
its own opportunity costs in mounting and demounting logistics aspects. The use of
removable armored side panels similar to those used on the M-2 Infantry Fighting
Vehicle is another possible solution.
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The U.S. Army removed armor kits for jeeps and cargo vehicles from the
inventory after the Vietnam War. During ORH, the Ft Belvoir Research, Development
and Engineering Center placed great effort into procuring modern hardening systems to
prevent casualties to the soldiers conducting operations in Somalia, and improve
countermine and survivability doctrine.

m

The second U.S. Army doctrinal shortfall in GLOC security is the disregard in
providing quidance on how to develop an integrated tactical concept of operations. An
integrated plan should include maneuver force actions and responsibilities and command
and control structures to produce unity of effort in safeguarding sustainment operations
conducted over the GLOC in support of tactical forces.

RECOMMENDATIONS
This monograph study recommends changes or improvements in the following
areas: countermine and survivability doctrine, and the tactical concept of operations
required to maintain unity of effort over GLOC security. The primary element is tactical
planning. Tactical planning guidance should include techniques for developing an
integrated plan for providing tactical support to sustainment convoys operating from the
COMMZ into the CZ.
Two general applications for tactical support are available if the risk to the
sustainment effort is significant enough to use tactical forces to secure the GLOC and
protect convoys. One technique is to build the convoy organization with tactical forces
organic to it. The alternative is to coordinate for support based on area coverage. The
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important point for either option is to enable the support force to maintain continuity of
support with forward elements.
U.S. forces in Somalia joined tactical forces with sustainment/relief convoys for
the specific purpose of convoy security. This may become a prominent technique in
OOTW operations where combat forces have no direct role against an armed enemy
force, and the focus is on security of routes and conducting humanitarian missions.
Support forces play a large role in these types of operations but would operate at
considerable risk in threat situations without tactical forces available to provide a
credible armed force to deter direct action.
Force XXI operations also would seem to require coordinated and simultaneous
effort of support and tactical forces. Conducting operations by dominating battle space
between noncontiguous objective areas implies that the terrain between them is not
owned by friendly forces and is thereby not clear of enemy forces. This translates to
unacceptable risk to support forces and the need for an integrated tactical and
sustainment organization capable of countering a tactical threat while conducting
sustainment operations. Such an integrated organization provides the unity of command
necessary for conducting successful operations.
Security operations executed on an area basis allows for the institutional
separation of tactical and support command structures. It does not provide a clear unity
of effort and requires response and tactical contingency plans on the part of any
organization which may have responsibility of transitted areas. The more units involved,
the more complicated the process.
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Doctrine changes must integrate tactical and support operations that provide the
support forces sufficient survivability to operate during future conflicts. Force XXI
operations and OOTW requirements indicate that land forces place new emphasis on
maintaining a secure GLOC. The US Army doctrine clearly indicates the Army Service
Component Commander has responsibility for security operations in the rear, including
the GLOC. This responsibility must be accompanied with the techniques and
considerations identified in these conclusions.
Convoy self-protection measures and countermine operations are the next
fundamental elements. The convoy defense measures presented in FM 55-30, and taught
in the US Army Transportation School are effective. What is absent is sufficient
firepower to allow transportation elements to be somewhat self-sufficient in protecting
convoys. The U.S. Army currently has no vehicle (or any intent to field one) designed to
withstand mine strikes, no armor modification kits in the inventory system to provide
additional protection to support vehicles, and no hardened guntruck program available to
produce survivable, hardened weapons platforms. Integrated employment of support
and tactical forces along with the means for crew and convoy survivability through
vehicle hardening and providing immediate and effective counterfire will contribute
significantly to force protection for support forces in the future battle and during OOTW
deployments.
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